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ABOUT TNAR 2018
The New American Remodel™ 2018 (TNAR) is an 80-year-old Orlando home
that has been completely transformed into a showcase of modern living.
Helmed by builder/remodeler Victor Farina, president of Orlando-based Farina
& Sons, TNAR demonstrates the significant advantages of today’s building
products and techniques compared to those of the past.
Modernizing the home while preserving its 1930s charm was a primary
objective of the project. Several signature elements of the original home were

skillfully blended within the new construction. In addition to the renovations,
the project added a spacious great room leading to an outdoor living area,
and an expansive gallery that connects to a luxurious master suite and office.
Attendees of NAHB’s International Builders’ Show® will have the unique
opportunity to tour the home — in conjunction with The New American
Home® 2018 — and witness the very latest in contemporary design, technology
and energy efficiency.

Harmonious Design
Subtle elements throughout the home knit the unique spaces into a
unified masterpiece. Circular design patterns in the formal dining room
are echoed in many other areas such as the front door moldings and
the circular front window. Progress Lighting provided unique fixtures
and lighting solutions throughout the home.
TNAR.com

•
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Distinguished Details
Interior doors from TruStile have a
similar three-panel design, yet each has
distinct character with such elements as
ribbed glass, mottled metal inserts and
embossed reptile leathers. The Emtek
hardware is a classic lever design in an
antique pewter finish.

•
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BEFORE & AFTER
Before Exterior

Before Kitchen

Before Living Room

Before photography by Everett & Soule

After Exterior

After Kitchen

After Living Room

After photography by Jeffrey A. Davis Photography, Inc
TNAR.com

•
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MODERN
KITCHEN

•
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A once-cramped kitchen was relocated into a spacious
addition adjoined to the great room. Designed for
versatility, the kitchen features double islands that create
an optimal space in which to cook, eat and entertain.
Thermador appliances produce a commercial
kitchen functionality, which is balanced by a softer, more
residential design of cabinetry from Wood-Mode,
and countertops provided by Caesarstone. Steel
casement-style French pantry doors help marry
the exterior architecture with interior design, while
the hammered-and-polished metal hood creates a
dramatic focal point.

TNAR.com

•
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Connecting the kitchen, gallery and great room is a
core feature that further enhances the overall flow of
the home. Vaulted, white tongue-and-groove ceilings
are accentuated by dark-stained pine beams that add a
structural element to the space. Expansive pocket doors
from Loewen slide discretely into the wall, seamlessly
expanding the great room into the outdoor living space.

•
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LIVING
SPACES
Elegant furnishings feature Prussian blue velvets with accents of teals
and grey-beige tones, while gold-tone metals add warmth and style.
Driftwood finishes of the trim and furnishings fit perfectly within the
soft neutral color palette.

The home effectively balances formal
and informal settings, while maintaining
its warmth and charm with subtle
neo-classical elements. The great room’s
vaulted ceiling is slightly lower than that
of the outdoor living area to create a more
intimate setting.

TNAR.com

•
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MASTER SUITE

Designed to resemble a boutique hotel suite, the master bedroom is the
perfect place to unwind and rejuvenate amid the calming color of
Austere Gray from Sherwin-Williams. A sitting alcove with an expansive
view to the outdoors is topped with a stained glass window hand crafted
by Preston Studios featuring design elements inspired by the light fixture.

•
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Complete Relaxation
A well-appointed master bathroom features porcelain tiling from
Crossville Tile on the floors and shower walls that emulates
Calacatta marble. Octagonal details of the ceiling, plumbing
fixtures and cabinet hardware create a complementary
geometric motif.

TNAR.com

•
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INTERIOR
DESIGN
A strong sense of balance and symmetry is present in the
home, accentuated by long sight lines and striking focal points.
The gallery floor features a design that skillfully interweaves
tile with hardwood from Authentic Reclaimed Floors. Ceiling
beams form a cross pattern that mirrors the tile-and-wood
pattern of the floor, creating a visual flow between rooms.

•
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TNAR.com
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OUTDOOR LIVING

Automated, retractable screens from Phantom Screens enhance the
enjoyment of the fresh outdoor air while relaxing in the outdoor living
area. Whether open or closed, the screens allow for long, uninterrupted
views along the back of the property.
The summer kitchen is ideal for outdoor cooking and entertaining, outfitted
with everything a chef could need. Cabinetry from NatureKast is
specifically designed to withstand the outdoor elements. Low-maintenance,
solid quartz counters from Caesarstone provide a clean look that is
encircled by a chiseled granite backsplash.

TNAR.com

•
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WINDOWS & STONE

•
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WINDOWS
Loewen designed and manufactured a
package of cutting-edge, aesthetically
pleasing windows for TNAR 2018. A
combination of fixed and casement
windows, along with steel doors similar to
those often found in older brownstone
homes, works perfectly with the home’s
classic design. The remarkable beauty
of the windows is matched by their
incredible performance — keeping the
home comfortable and safe, even in
extreme weather conditions, and
providing exceptional efficiency to
deliver significant energy savings.

STONE
All of TNAR’s hardscape of hand-cut
natural stone was provided by Natural
Paving USA. The stone’s versatility
allowed for a variety of uses on all of
the walkways, steps, the driveway,
and the pool coping and deck. Mined
from India, each piece has a unique
blend of color and tone to enhance
character. Designers selected the color
“Promenade” for its soft grey base and
shades of green — blending beautifully
throughout the outdoor spaces and
adding to the home’s timeless look.

TNAR.com

•
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ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN
The character of the home’s exterior was enhanced
by new brickwork from Meridian Brick, restored
ironwork and new windows. The new additions
feature architecture matching that of the original
home, and maintain a low profile to not overpower
the core structure.
A sprawling footprint gives the home an estate-like
feel, while several bump outs and roof lines enhance
the exterior aesthetics. IKO Roofing Products provided
more than 70 squares of fiberglass shingles.

•
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TECHNOLOGY
TNAR 2018 flawlessly blends traditional styling with a
state-of-the-art technology package that demonstrates
the conveniences of full-home automation.
Creston provided the system’s main features and HSS
Custom AV integrated all of the technology, which can be
easily controlled through a touch-screen user interface as
well as via smartphones and tablets. TNAR 2018 features:
Structured Wiring. All network connections reside
in a central location, allowing maximum flexibility for
the home owner.
Wiring Devices. Eaton Residential & Wiring
Devices Division
Closed-circuit Television Security. Comprehensive
home surveillance system with Crestron video
distribution can be operated and monitored through
any secured smart device.
Superior Surround Sound. Integra receiver, Sonance
sound bar speakers and Crestron in-wall/ceiling speakers
provide an immersive audio experience.
Automated Lights. Creston’s full-home lighting system
can be customized to user preferences and controlled
remotely from anywhere in the world.
Motorized Shades. Shading solutions from Crestron
allow the perfect amount of light into the home to
optimize comfort in every room.
High-Performance Wi-FI Network. Pakedge’s wireless
access points provide high-range, enterprise-level wireless
communication between all devices throughout the home.
TNAR.com

•
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PERFORMANCE
TNAR 2018 exemplifies efficiency and innovation, showcasing cutting-edge products
from manufacturers all over the world. Throughout the project, Two Trails, Inc.
worked closely with NAHB’s Leading Suppliers Council and TNAR’s build team to
ensure the highest possible efficiency was achieved. Boasting a HERS Index of 46, the
remodeled home is dramatically more efficient than the original (which had a HERS
Index of 125) and is expected to be 57% more efficient than the average new home.
Designed to exceed the requirements for certification to the Emerald level of the
ICC/ASHRAE 700-2015 National Green Building Standard™, TNAR is also targeted
to be certified by the EPA’s Energy Star program and its Indoor airPLUS program,
as well as the DOE’s Zero Energy Ready Home program.

•
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Thermal Shell
•

Unvented and air sealed attic with average R-21 SES Sucra-

Hot Water

Indoor Air Quality

•

•

Seal Open-Cell Spray Foam System
•

Sealed crawlspace with Closed-Cell Spray Foam System

Navien ENERGY STAR®-rated Propane tankless water heat-

Insulated hot water lines utilized throughout the project.

with an average insulation value of R-15
•

Loewen Windows and patio doors with low-e coating and
argon gas fill to limit solar heat gain air tightness

•

•

Kingspan’s Greenguard and Fi-Foil M-Shield wall insulation
system on exterior masonry walls (R-8)

•

Large overhangs to aid in protecting the home from the
harsh Florida sun

•

White colored exterior to assist in reflecting the sun

•

HVAC ducts sealed during construction to eliminate
pollutants from construction activities from entering

•

the system

ENERGY STAR®-rated appliances, including dishwasher,

•

Whole-building ventilation system configured to allow
precisely the correct amount of fresh air in to the home.

refrigerator, freezer, and clothes washers
•

ENERGY STAR®-rated variable speed pool pumps

Designed Water Efficiency
•

Kohler low-flow, EPA-certified 1.2 GPM lavatory faucets
and 1.28 GPF toilets

•

Hunter high-efficient micro spray, drip-lines
and irrigation controller

HVAC
•

MERV 13 space-conditioning air filters

100% of all interior and exterior lamps are energy-efficient
LED lighting

blower door testing at 50 Pa
•

•

Electrical

Openings and penetrations seals are designed to achieve
3.5 air changes, as a minimum base line, per hour under

and low-VOC interior adhesives and sealants

ers (EF = 0.95) provides the hot water
•

Sherwin Williams low-VOC paints and finishes,

Trane SEER 21 and 19.25 split system heat pumps provide
space conditioning

•

Variable speed compressors in outdoor heat pump units
adds efficiency and quietness

•

Mechanical ventilation provided by Air King

•

Space conditioning system located entirely within the
conditioned space

TNAR.com

•
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FUN FACTS
LIGHTING

WINDOWS

Type

Supplier

Qty.

14

Recessed Cans

Progress Lighting

368

33

Landscaping/Outdoor Lights

Progress Lighting

121

Decorative Light Fixtures

Progress Lighting

53

Type

Supplier

Qty.

Window Fixed

Loewen

Windows Operable

Loewen

FLOORING
DOORS

Type

Supplier

Sq./Ft.

Decorative Tile

Crossville

6,150

Type

Supplier

Qty.

Terrace Pedestal Pavers

Natural Paving

6,575

Interior Swing Doors

TruStile

12

Hardwood Flooring

Authentic Reclaimed

4,250

Exterior Glass Doors

Loewen

10

Bricks

Meridian Brick

13,000

Exterior Wood Doors

Simpson

2

Decorative Tile

Emser

1,240

Interior Glass Doors

TruStile

5

Interior Pocket Doors

TruStile

3

Exterior
Type

Supplier

Bricks

Meridian Brick

Qty.
13,000

TNAR.com

•
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DETAILS, DETAILS
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PROFESSIONAL REMODELER
WOULD LIKE TO THANK ITS SPONSORS

NAHB The New American Remodel 2018

PROFESSIONAL REMODELER
WOULD LIKE TO THANK ITS SPONSORS
GREAT PRODUCTS MAKE GREAT HOMES
PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

®

®

Flexible Gas Piping by OmegaFlex

The following pages showcase our sponsors' products.

•
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INTERIOR

THERMADOR

Star Sapphire Dish - DWHD860RPR
Introducing a rare, unequaled gem in the kitchen: the fastest
dishwasher with a 20-minute hot water wash cycle in the
industry. Never again will you need to interrupt a dinner party
to refresh wine glasses and place settings..

KOHLER

Strive® 35-1/2” x 20-1/4” x 9-5/16” under-mount extra-large/
medium double-bowl kitchen sink with sink rack - 5282-NA
Made of thick, premium quality 16-gauge stainless steel, the
unique extra-large offset bowls maximize cabinet space, making
room for your largest bakeware and cookware.

36” Freedom Fresh Food Column - T36IR900SP

Tournant™ semi-professional kitchen sink faucet - 77515-CP

Preserve every incredible moment in your culinary adventures
with the New Freedom® Refrigeration Collection. Taking
personalization to a new level, the Fresh Food, Freezer, and
Wine line features custom exterior and interior renovations.

A unique three-function pull-down sprayhead lets you speed
through a range of tasks: BerrySoft® spray for food prep; an
aerated stream for filling pots and pitchers; and Sweep® spray
for cleaning.

Built-in Coffee Machine - TCM24RS
This programmable coffeehouse-style machine is like having
your own personal barista in your home. Indulge yourself with up
to 10 different customizable beverages, and store your favorite
drinks for family and guests.

WOOD-MODE FINE CUSTOM CABINETRY
Edison Heights

Glazed opaque finishes in Bright White and Silver Mist play off
the soft neutral color scheme while sandblasted white oak on the
island has a look and texture of recycled wood. State-of-the-art
LED lighting is integrated throughout and offers functionality
and ambiance.
TNAR.com

•
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KOHLER

KOHLER

For Town sink faucet, lever handles by Michael S Smith
P22731-LV-CP

Memoirs® Stately Comfort Height® skirted one-piece compact
elongated toilet - 6428-0

Balancing intricate classical details with modern style, the For Town
sink faucet by Michael S Smith adds depth to any space.

Inspired by elegant architecture and featuring crisp lines, this design
delivers functionality and water savings—as well as traditional style.
The included seat, positioned at chair height for your comfort,
features technology for noiseless closing and easy cleaning.

For Town bath faucet with handshower, cross handles by
Michael S Smith - P22707-00-CP
Inspired by a classic telephone design, the For Town bath faucet with
handshower provides an air of elegance that is perfect for any setting.
For Loft freestanding bathtub by Michael S Smith
P50040-00-0
Infused with clean lines and modern style, the freestanding bathtub
by Michael S Smith lends itself well to a variety of bathroom settings.

CAESARSTONE
Rugged Concrete

Caesarstone surfaces consist of up to 93% quartz and are the
ultimate combination of nature and technology. Ideal for any
interior space, the surfaces have four times the flexural strength
and double the impact resistance of granite while impressively
outperforming marble.

Artifacts® Column bathroom sink spout - 72760-CP
Artifacts allows you to coordinate faucets, accessories, showering,
and finishes to express your personal style. Artifacts faucets combine quality craftsmanship with artisan designs to lend character
and authenticity to your space. This Victorian-inspired bathroom
sink spout features an elegant column design.

AIR KING

Air King ECO Series - D4SH
Energy efficient DC motor maintains CFM ratings across multiple
static pressures ensuring the correct CFM is maintained in the
actual installation. The integrated humidistat senses the humidity
level of the room and turns the fan on until the humidity level is
below the preset percentage. Recognized as ENERGY STAR®
Most efficient 2017 exhaust fan.

30

INTERIOR
TRUSTILE DOORS, LLC
TS Series

Since 1995, TruStile has been a leader in design. We believe that
well-designed interior doors can have a large impact on today’s
home. That is why we have innovated over 400 styles across all
architectural categories to create the industry’s broadest madeto-order product line.

EATON

USB Charging Solutions
Combination Nightlight Switches, Receptacles and GFCIs
Occupancy and Vacancy Dimmers and Sensors
Self-test GFCI Devices with Audible Alarm
Arc Fault Ground Fault Surge Protection Devices

EATON
PROGRESS LIGHTING

Custom Light Fixtures Throughout the home
Affordable luxury lighting solutions.

PROGRESS LIGHTING
The Pointe- P2098-15

With alternating clear and champagne tinted K9 glass accents, The
Pointe celebrates the element of sparkle through a sophisticated
and glamorous design.

Power distribution and surge protection
CHSPT2ULTRA/CH250SUR/CH60NLPN225N/CH42L225G/
CH12L125R/DPB222R
Eaton’s residential power distribution equipment and surge
protection, provide reliable and safe electrical power
throughout the home.

LIFTMASTER

LiftMaster® DC Battery Backup Wall Mount Wi-Fi®
Garage Door Opener, 8500W
Our most advanced wall-mount opener lets you build more space
into the garage. With all the best-in-class features packed in, like
built-in Wi-Fi® connectivity and the Automatic Garage Door Lock,
the 8500W is the ultimate access solution.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

GARAVENTA LIFT

Duration Home Interior Acrylic Latex is a paint-and-primer-in-one
that goes on quickly and offers excellent coverage. Ideal for high
traffic areas like kitchens and hallways, Duration Home features
exclusive cross-linking technology that actually repels stains. Plus,
with its advanced stain blocking formula, it seals in the blemishes
that are already on your walls.

NEW! Side sliding doors for home elevators by Garaventa Lift. No
more disabled elevator because someone left a door or gate open
upstairs! ALWAYS code-compliant, Garaventa home elevators with
sliding doors are compliant to the new, stricter elevator safety code
ASME A17.1-2016 being adopted this year in most jurisdictions.

Duration Home

Home Elevators, Elvoron In-line Drive

TNAR.com

•
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EXTERIOR

MERIDIAN BRICK

IKO

Here’s what our bricks won’t do—rot, rust, burn, corrode, decay,
encourage mold growth or need painting. Something they will do,
however, is always meet or exceed ASTM and CSA standards for
durability. In its end use, brick’s inherent strength and fire resistance
means it often remains standing even under the harshest conditions.

IKO Dynasty with ArmourZone performance laminate shingles
give you full coverage, lowering job costs associated with extra
bundles and the labor to install them.

NATURAL PAVING USA

PHANTOM SCREENS

Natural Paving USA’s calibrated Classicstone flagstones present builders
and home owners with the ultimate in durability and beauty with: gauged
to 1” thick, 15,000 PSI compressive strength (Av), great for concrete
overlay and Easy and fast laying. Such credentials make natural stone
the natural choice over concrete and irregular stone paving alternatives.

Solar-Tite is an authorized dealer of Phantom Screens. They are
the industry leader for over 30 years when it comes to window and
door installation and have become one of the largest suppliers of
energy efficient windows and door products in Orlando and the
Central Florida cities.

NATURAL PAVING USA

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Natural Paving USA’s pool coping present builders and home
owners with the ultimate in durability and beauty with:
matching colors to classicstone flagstones, easy and fast laying
and choice of bullnose or chiselled edge finish.

Emerald Exterior Acrylic Latex Paint, our finest exterior paint,
features revolutionary technology that delivers best-in-class
performance. It’s proven to combat mildew and resist blistering,
peeling and color fade.

Bessemer Collection - Old Guignard / Sandy Creek

Classicstone - Promenade Flagstones

Pool Coping - Promenade

Dynasty Performance Shingles - Glacier

Motorized Retractable Screens

Emerald Exterior
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BEHIND THE WALLS
AIR KING

84 LUMBER COMPANY

The QuFRESH offers home builders and developers a cost effective
mechanical outdoor air solution that helps with humidity and temperature while meeting the fresh air CFM requirements of ASHRAE
62.2. Internally mounted sensors provide limits preventing the intake
of outdoor air that is too humid, too hot, too cold or too dry.

84 Lumber Company is the nation’s leading privately held supplier
of building materials, building supplies, manufactured components
and industry-leading services for single- and multi-family residences
and commercial buildings.

FI-FOIL M-SHIELD

OMEGA FLEX INC.

Fi-Foil M-Shield is a high-performance reflective insulation solution
for mold & mildew sensitive projects. An industry leading paperless
masonry wall insulation, M-Shield contains no cellulose thereby
eliminating the food source for mold growth. A green factor for wall
systems, M-Shield improves air quality and the low-e surfaces
enhance air space for greater energy efficiency.

There are no additional bonding requirements for CounterStrike®
CSST imposed by the manufacture’s installation instructions. Lays
straighter and pulls easier, dramatically decreasing installation
times. Unlike competitive brands, CounterStrike® is non-annealed
making it more crush resistant, and easier to cut.

FI-FOIL HY-FI

KINGSPAN INSULATION LLC

HY-Fi Hybrid Insulation eliminates the need to shave excess spray
foam and adds performance to frame wall systems. A green building
product, HY-Fi adds a minimum R-7 based on 2” of ICYNENE foam
and 1 1/2” of cavity air space utilized to gain performance—helping
builders meet the code in less time with less material.

Kingspan GreenGuard® RainDrop® 3D Building Wrap is the ideal
weather barrier under siding, stone, stucco and brick. The product
features innovative drainage channels that will not crimp, collapse
or flatten, no matter how tightly siding is nailed to the wall.

QuFresh

F-MShield16500P

F-HYFI16500

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS

SharkBite plumbing fittings are designed to optimize efficiency and
performance compared to tool based pipe-joining methods. They
are ideal for working in tight spaces on remodel or repipe jobs, can
be installed in wet or dry lines and have the versatility to connect
almost any type of pipe.

Lumber

CounterStrike CSST, FGP-CS-size

House RainDrop Kingspan GG
Kingspan GreenGuard® RainDrop 3D Building Wrap

KINGSPAN INSULATION LLC

Continuous Insulation Final Hi Res
Kingspan GreenGuard® XPS Insulation Board
Kingspan GreenGuard® XPS Insulation Board helps prevent
condensation due to thermal properties, moisture resistance
and permeability. It has approximately 4 times the insulating
power of concrete block and can be used as continuous
insulation for walls.

TNAR.com
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PLATINUM SPONSOR

Since 1916, Thermador kitchen appliances have been synonymous with
exceptional. Pushing boundaries is part of our very nature: we introduced
America to the cooktop, rolled out steam and convection ovens, and
opened the door to personalization with column refrigeration. Our passion
for everything culinary is what inspires us, ignites the flame of imagination,
and transcends the ordinary—so you’re empowered to create unforgettable
experiences in the kitchen and beyond.

www.thermador.com

•
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GOLD SPONSORS

With a solid business reputation and a commitment to design
excellence, you’re just the kind of builder we have in mind
when we design KOHLER products. When you choose
KOHLER for your homes, you make a bold statement
about the craftsmanship, innovation and uncompromising
water-saving options your customers can expect.

us.kohler.com

Whether you’re a national builder, a custom builder or a
mason, families and businesses rely on you to make them
feel at home. Meridian Brick can help. As the largest brick
manufacturer and distributor in North America, you can count
on your brick being where you need it, when you need it everything from full sized brick to our genuine clay thin brick.
We’re a network of local facilities across the country, so we
are able to nurture relationships with our customers on a
hometown level.

BeBoldBeBrick.com
TNAR.com
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SILVER SPONSORS

84 Lumber Company is the nation’s leading privately
held supplier of building materials, building supplies,
manufactured components and industry-leading

services for single- and multi-family residences and
commercial buildings.

www.84lumber.com

Caesarstone pioneered the first quartz surfaces that boast remarkable style
and endurance for kitchen countertops, bath vanities, fireplaces, walls,
furniture, and more.

www.caesarstoneus.com

Eaton offers a broad portfolio of innovative residential

IKO’s Dynasty premium laminated performance

include: lighting controls and USB receptacles. For more

and peace-of-mind. Plus they look fantastic,

products that provide safe and reliable solutions that

information on Eaton's industry-leadin gcircuit protection
solutions please visit Eaton.com/residential

www.eaton.com

shingles offer protection from inclement weather
boost curb appeal and can potentially increase
the resale value of your property.

www.iko.com

Natures alternative to concrete: Natural Paving USA

The SharkBite plumbing system is a total end-to-end

that are cut, calibrated and ASTM tested. Our extensive

efficiency and minimize potential install errors over

provides inspirational natural stone hardscape products

solution from meter to fixture, engineered to optimize

range and inventory is ready to ship!

alternative to tool based pipe-joining methods.

www.naturalpavingusa.com

www.sharkbite.com

BRONZE SPONSORS

Air King, manufacturers of high quality, energy efficient
Indoor Air Quality products including Exhaust Fans,
Range Hoods and our newly introduced Fresh Air
Machine with quantum controls.

www.airkinglimited.com

With a commitment to sustainability and advancement

Unsurpassed reliability. That’s why 2018 marks the

full line of innovative, high performance radiant insulation

Home have selected a residential elevator by

of green building technologies, Fi-Foil Company offers a

6th straight year that Designers of The New American

products and systems.

Garaventa Lift for this prestigious showcase project.

Fifoil.com

garaventalift.com
TNAR.com
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BRONZE SPONSORS

®

®

Flexible Gas Piping by OmegaFlex

Kingspan Insulation is a leading manufacturer in energy
efficiency and moisture management products, offering
high performance insulation, building wraps, drainage
mats and pre-insulated HVAC ductwork for residential
and commercial applications.

kingspaninsulation.us

Loaded with innovative features, LiftMaster® Wi-Fi®

CounterStrike® CSST introduced to the market in 2004

Garage Door openers make it easy to connect

is used for natural gas and propane installations. Over

customers to the latest technology to help them

150 million feet of CounterStrike® has been installed in

manage their busy lives.

residential as well as commercial and industrial buildings.

LiftMaster.com

tracpipe.com

Sherwin-Williams offers a wide array
of innovative interior and exterior
coatings that meet the highest

Phantom Screens® offers insect protection, solar

shading, temperature control and enhanced privacy

for doorways, windows, and large openings. Phantom

retractable screens are designed to pull into place when
required and retract out-of-sight when not in use.

phantomscreens.com

standards for durability, dependability
Affordable luxury lighting solutions by Progress Lighting.
Images courtesy of Toll Brothers, design by Possibilities
for Design.

progresslighting.com

and aesthetics.

s-wbuilders.com

Professional Remodeler is the proud media
sponsor of The New American Remodel.

BRONZE SPONSORS

PROFESSIONAL REMODELER
JANUARY 2018

Only TruStile can deliver the design, flexibility and
quality that a custom home demands. We offer
to order from premium materials.

trustile.com

THE NEW AMERICAN REMODEL / HIRING A RECRUITING FIRM / LUCK Y VS. GOOD

over 400 styles, from traditional to modern, made

PROREMODELER .COM

THE NEW AMERICAN
REMODEL 2018
MODERN MEETS TRADITIONAL
IN THIS 1930s FLORIDA HOME

JANUARY 2018 / proremodeler.com

The very best in American-made craftsmanship,

Wood-Mode luxury products are the culmination
of more than 75 years of precision workmanship
and design leadership.

wood-mode.com

To see the virual tour and our sponosors' product brochures visit: www.tnarh.com
Download Professional Remodeler magazine to read more about The New
American RemodelTM in the January, February and March issues.

TNAR.com
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DIRECTIONS
Orange County Convention Center
9800 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Get on FL-528 W/FL-528 Toll W
from International Dr
6 min (1.1 mi)

Take exit 85 for Princeton St
0.2 mi

Head southeast toward Convention Way
0.2 mi

Continue on Princeton St. Take
N Mills Ave to Middlesex Rd
6 min (1.7 mi)

Turn left onto Convention Way
0.1 mi

Turn right onto Princeton St
0.7 mi

Turn right onto International Dr
0.4 mi

Turn left onto N Mills Ave
0.7 mi

Use the left 2 lanes to turn left to merge
onto FL-528 W/FL-528 Toll W toward I-4
0.3 mi

Turn right onto Wilkinson St
0.2 mi

Follow I-4 E to Princeton St in Orlando.
Take exit 85 from I-4 E
16 min (14.2 mi)
Merge onto FL-528 W/FL-528 Toll W
0.7 mi
Take the exit onto I-4 E toward
Downtown/Orlando
13.3 mi

Turn left onto Middlesex Rd,
Destination will be on the right
0.1 mi
3315 Middlesex Rd, Orlando, FL 32803
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